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Overview: Is 2021 a Winning Year for 
Chinese Brands?
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Source: The NPD Group/China Toys E-commerce Tracker, 
China Prestige Beauty E-commerce Tracker, 

China Sports Footwear E-commerce Tracking,  
and China Luxury Direct Retail Tracking, Q2 2020 to Q3 2021 

Premium products became more popular and further strengthened their year-

over-year unit and value growth. Younger generations bought more “boutique” 

products, which largely benefited entry-level brands’ growth.

The changing competitive landscape meant domestic brands moved to 

leading positions in some key categories and segments, such as sports footwear 

and toys. They are challenging traditional leading brands in higher price bands.

Niche markets grew significantly and show great growth potential for the future.

Across categories in Q3 2021, mainland China general merchandise            

e-commerce year-over-year growth slowed to single digits. Multiple factors 

contributed to the slowdown: the China-U.S. government relationship, supply-

chain and logistics issues, and internet giants’ pursuit of future stable, healthy 

growth.
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Source: The NPD Group/China Toys E-commerce Tracker,
Q2 2020 to Q3 2021

China’s E-commerce Toy Market: 
Slower Growth in 2021, but Penetration 
Increased for Licensed Toys 
◼ During the first three quarters of 2021, China toys e-commerce continued its single-digit 

growth. This was the result of schools reopening and the decreasing birth rate, which 
triggered a slowdown in traditional child-focused supercategories. 

◼ The kidult group (aged 18+) grew very quickly, and trend toys related to supercategories
registered a much higher growth rate. 

The total Chinese toy market became more concentrated (meaning leading players captured 
greater share), while some international manufacturers faced challenges in the Chinese market. 
Brands that focused on educational elements, targeted kidults, or offered strong IP-related toys 
resonated with Chinese consumers. 

In terms of seasonality, Chinese New Year, Children’s Day, and shopping festivals like 618 and 
11.11 were peak seasons for toy purchasing. 
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China’s E-commerce Toy YOY Growth Rate

Toy e-commerce 

sales grew 17% 

in Q1, thanks to Chinese 

New Year gifts. 

Q2 performance 

decreased slightly (-1%) 

as children returned to 

school and the need for 

toys decreased.

Q3 sales increased 7% 

due to the summer 

holidays and parents’ 

need to keep their 

children busy at home. 

Dolls, explorative & 

other toys, and action 

figures have grown this 

year, although with a 

smaller market size.
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◼ Licensed toys grew faster than total toys, highlighting IPs’ additional value to consumers.

◼ Chinese consumers resonated more with Japanese licenses like Ultraman, which held a 

growth rate above 100% for three consecutive quarters.

◼ Disney led European and American licensing. Mini Force led Chinese licensing.
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China’s Beauty Market
E-commerce prestige beauty sales 
slowed in Q3.

Overall e-commerce prestige beauty sales slowed down, growing only 13% in Q3 compared to 

55% in Q1. Skincare, the largest beauty category in China, grew 15% in Q3. Skincare represents 

more than 60% of total prestige beauty sales in China so it has a significant impact on overall 

prestige beauty sales. Fragrance sales were less affected than skincare and makeup thanks to 

the rising popularity of emerging brands. Men’s grooming, body care, and niche brands were 

among the key highlights of the first three quarters of 2021. 

Major beauty corporations also saw slowing growth rates in Q3, partially due to some 

consumers postponing their purchases to wait for the Double 11 shopping festival. 

Source: The NPD Group/China Prestige Beauty E-commerce Tracker,
Q2 2020 to Q3 2021

Which beauty brands stood out in Q3? 

Prestige Brands
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Sports Footwear: E-commerce Market
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Source: The NPD Group/China Sports Footwear 
E-commerce Tracking, Q2 2020 to Q3 2021

Chinese domestic brands showed strong performance

Consumers in China strongly preferred Chinese domestic brands. The number of domestic 

brands among the top 10 increased from four in Q3 2020 to six in Q3 2021. 

INTERNATIONAL BRANDS: Measured by sales value in Q3 2021, the YOY 

growth rate of some leading international brands among the top 10 was 

negative, and for some, even greater than -20%.

DOMESTIC BRANDS: ANTA and FILA product sales increased, both posting 

double-digit year-over-year growth rates in Q3 2021. Notably, domestic brand 

ERKE’s year-over-year growth rate exceeded 400%, a stunning performance.

SPORT LEISURE AND PERFORMANCE dominate the sports footwear 

industry. Sport leisure accounted for 56% of sports footwear sales in Q3 2021. 

Performance footwear accounted for 41%.

All in all, sports footwear e-commerce sales declined slightly in Q3 2021. 
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Despite the category’s contribution to 

sports footwear sales, sports leisure sales 

declined slightly in Q3 2021 vs. Q3 2020. 

Domestic brands’ sales continued to grow 

in Q3. 

◼ New Balance was the only 

international brand to grow, thanks to 

its retro classic model strategy. Its 

average list price increased more than 

10% in Q3 2021 vs. Q3 2020.

◼ The average list price of the top 10 

Chinese domestic brands increased. Li-

Ning’s average list price increased more 

than 10% in Q3 2021 vs. Q3 2020. FILA’s 

average list price exceeded $80, higher 

than both adidas and Nike. 
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Source: The NPD Group/China Sports Footwear 
E-commerce Tracking, Q2 2020 to Q3 2021

Top 10 Brands in Q3 2020 
Sports Leisure Category

Top 10 Brands in Q3 2021 
Sports Leisure Category

Sports Leisure Category
Average list price of all top 10 Chinese domestic brands increased

Domestic brand International brand

Domestic brand International brand
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Running Class
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Overall sales performance was stable in the running class. In Q3 2021, sales increased by 12% 

compared to Q3 2020. The Chinese domestic brand Anta held first place in the running class in 

both Q3 2020 and Q3 2021. It is worth noting that the year-over-year growth rate of another 

brand from China, ERKE, exceeded 400%, and its ranking rose from ninth to second. Among 

the top 10 brands, seven were Chinese domestic brands.

Among the top 10 brands, SEVEN WERE CHINESE DOMESTIC BRANDS.

Compared with Q3 2020, some international leading brands SHOWED SALES DECLINES 
in Q3 2020. ASICS, on the other hand, showed a double-digit year-over-year growth rate.

INTERNATIONAL BRANDS STILL DOMINATED THE HIGH-END MARKET (price 
band > $90). It is worth noting that Chinese domestic brand QIAODAN did quite well 
in the segment priced above $90, ranking #14 in Q3 2020 and #5 in Q3 2021.

Source: The NPD Group/China Sports Footwear 
E-commerce Tracking, Q2 2020 to Q3 2021

Chinese domestic brands were strong performers in the 
running class

Which brands enjoyed a strong Q3? 

Domestically

China’s Sports Market
International brands vs. domestic brands
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Luxury Consumption Growth: Is China 
Losing the Halo?
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Source: The NPD Group/Chinese Luxury Direct Retail Tracking, 
Q2 2020 to Q3 2021

◼ Total direct retail transaction value 

declined 10%, reflecting the mainland’s 

conservative luxury consumption. 

◼ Value per transaction grew 30% in the 

same period. Fewer transactions 

occurred, but luxury consumers 

purchased more higher-value products. 

◼ Luxury consumers generally bought less, 

but they chose premium brands when 

they did purchase. The transaction value 

for the leading premium luxury brands 

declined 5.2%, while entry-level brands 

declined 30%. 

◼ Total value per transaction grew 12% 

for leading premium brands and 5% for 

entry-level brands. Monthly figures for 

premium brands decreased in Q3 but 

increased for entry-level brands. Luxury 

consumers sustained higher enthusiasm 

for premium goods. 

◼ Value share of premium brands 

priced $50K – $100K grew 41% year 

over year. Entry-level brands priced 

$15K – $20K grew 22% in value share. 

Both were concentrated in the higher 

price bands.

China Luxury Direct Retail Sales 
YOY Growth Rate
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China’s luxury market closed Q3 2021 in a strong position, though worry crept in based on 
underperforming economic indices and a fear of potential declines in consumer confidence. 
Our data shows fewer transactions in Q3, but more value was added per transaction, and total 
value growth declined. The growth was offset by the historic high record in Q3 2020, which 
was driven by repressed luxury consumption demand in the early stages of the pandemic. The 
COVID-19 outbreak in August 2021 was one reason for reduced traffic in Q3.
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Coverage
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TOYS: NPD tracking covers all toys brands sold on Tmall and JD, including Tmall

International and JD International.

BEAUTY: NPD tracking includes a total of more than 150 prestige brands and 

select masstige brands.

LUXURY: Chinese Luxury Direct Retail Tracking covers 80+ brands spanning luxury 

luggage & bags, shoes, apparel, watches, jewelry, and other fashion accessories.

SPORTS FOOTWEAR: Coverage includes more than 30 major sports footwear 

brands, including international and domestic players in mainland China.

The NPD Group’s brand coverage by industry
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About The NPD Group, Inc.
NPD is a global market information company offering data, industry expertise, and prescriptive analytics to help our 
clients understand today’s retail landscape and prepare for the future. Over 2,000 companies worldwide rely on us to 
help them measure, predict, and improve performance across all channels, including brick-and-mortar, e-commerce, 
and B2B. We have services in 19 countries worldwide, with operations spanning the Americas, Europe, and APAC. 
Practice areas include apparel, appliances, automotive, beauty, books, B2B technology, consumer technology, e-
commerce, fashion accessories, food consumption, foodservice, footwear, home, home improvement, juvenile 
products, media entertainment, mobile, office supplies, retail, sports, toys, and video games. 

For more information, visit npd.com. 

Follow us on Twitter: @npdgroup.
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For More Information
Contact NPD at contactnpdchina@npd.com or reach out to 
your representative:

◼ Toys
Tina Qian: tina.qian@npd.com

◼ Beauty
Samuel Yan: samuel.yan@npd.com

◼ Luxury
Carrie Cui:  carrie.cui@npd.com

◼ Sports Footwear
Ruirui Lyu: ruirui.lyu@npd.com

https://www.npd.com/wps/portal/npd/us/home/
https://twitter.com/npdgroup/media
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